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Abstract

The outer shell and energy-absorbing
liner of motorcycle helmet are mainly to
distribute the contact forces and to absorb the
impact energy, respectively. A finite element
model based on realistic helmet geometric
features and material properties has been
established to evaluate the protective
performance of helmet. The results showed that
a more-pliable shell with a less-dense liner
provides better protection at lower impact
velocities, but a stiffer shell is better for higher-
velocity impacts. To improve the protective
performance of the helmet during higher-
velocity impacts, the complex structure of the
liner should be a feasible way.
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Introduction

Wearing a motorcycle helmet is the best
method to prevent head injuries in motorcycle
accidents. A helmet generally consists of a hard
outer shell and an energy-absorbing liner. The
outer shell is mainly to distribute the contact
forces, while the energy-absorbing liner is to
absorb the impact energy. The objective of this
study was to evaluate the protective
performance of a helmet by varying the
complex structure of the energy-absorbing liner
and using different degrees of shell stiffness.

Methods

A finite element (FE) model based on
realistic helmet geometric features and material
properties has been established (Fig. 1). The
liner was composed of three layers with
material densities of 30, 40, 50, 60, and 70

kg/m3. HDPE, ABS, and GRP were used as the
study materials for the shell component.

An explicit FE code, LS-DYNA, was
employed to simulate the dynamic responses of
the helmet at impact velocities of 5.6, 8.3, and
11.1 m/s. The maximum acceleration and head
injury criterion (HIC) [1,2] of the headform
were employed to assess the protective
performance of the helmet.

Fig. 1. Cross-sectional view of the FE model.

Results

For impacts of 5.6 m/s, the peak
acceleration and HIC values increased as the
shell stiffened, and the maximum differences
were 34% and 95%, respectively (Fig. 2).
Nevertheless, the stiffer shell had smaller index
values than the more-pliable shells at an impact
of 11.1 m/s (Fig. 3). The maximum differences
of both indices were 9% and 55%, respectively.

When the liner density was increased
form 30 to 70 kg/m3, both index values
increased by a range of 20%~50% regardless of
the shell stiffness or impact velocity (Fig. 4).
For all investigated parameters in the
simulations, the complex structure of the liner,
in which the liner density was increased from
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the side of the helmet shell to the head (30 to 40
to 60 g/l), had the lowest values for both indices
at the higher-velocity impacts (8.3 and 11.1 m/s)
(Fig. 5).

Fig. 2. Acceleration-time traces of the headform
in different shell materials at 5.6 m/s.

Fig. 3. Acceleration-time traces of the headform
in different shell materials at 11.1 m/s.

Fig. 4. Acceleration-time traces of the headform
in different liner densities (HDPE shell; 5.6
m/s).

Fig. 5. Acceleration-time traces of the headform
in the complex structure of the liner (HDPE
shell; 11.1 m/s).

Conclusions

For helmet design, a more-pliable shell
with a less-dense liner provides better
protection against head injury at lower impact
velocities, but a stiffer shell is better for higher-
velocity impacts. To improve the protective
performance of the helmet during higher-
velocity impacts, the complex structure of the
liner should be a feasible way, and the liner
density should be increased from the side of the
helmet shell to the head.
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